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Abstract

311

Objectives This study aims at proposing an algorithm to delineate a reference region for amyloid imaging (AutoRef), the
cerebellum gray matter, automatically. The region has complicated shape and narrow structure. It is laborious to define the
region. And it suffers from partial volume effects from neighboring cerebellum white matter and extracerebral space, and
therefore the boundary is not clear. AutoRef delineate the region algorithmically.

Methods AutoRef utilizes a shape of tissue time activity curve (tTAC) of an administered amyloid tracer to identify voxels
belonging to a reference region. The tTACs in cerebellum gray matter, white matter, and surrounding extracerebral area
have different time history from each other due to the differences in kinetics. AutoRef detects the difference mathematically
to locate the reference region. During the operations, only the voxels belonging to the cerebellum and the surrounding
region are processed to make the variation in the shape of tTACs small. In AutoRef, first, a rectangular area including
cerebellum is roughly selected. Second, the noise in the tTAC is removed using a principal component analysis. The tTACs
have 25 frames, and those are projected onto 8-dimensional subspace to reduce the noise. Finally, Gaussian mixture model
is applied to cluster the tTACs into the three groups using Bayesian classifier. AutoRef identifies such voxels that have the
tTAC in the reference region.

Results AutoRef was applied 86 PiB dynamic images containing 33 negative, 10 equivocal, and 43 positive cases. The
algorithm successfully extracted the reference region from all the cases. The typical delineated reference region is presented
in (A). Both BPND with AutoRef's reference region were compared with those with manually placed reference region, and no
significant difference was observed. The BPND images in a positive case are demonstrated in the figure (B).

Conclusions AutoRef can delineate the reference region and it may improve the reproducibility in quantitative amyloid
imaging.
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